Investigazione: Stromboli

Go to www.euroclub-schools.org. Enter the Italian Zone and click on Claudia’s Italian Adventures. Choose Stromboli. Can you find the answers to the following questions?

1. Stromboli belongs to: which group of Italian islands?
   which Italian region?

2. The lava and ash flow down one side of Stromboli. This is called the ‘flow of fire.’ What is the Italian way to say ‘the flow of fire’?

4. Why is Stromboli a helpful volcano?

5. What is Stromboli’s Italian nickname?
   What does this nickname mean?

6. In which part of the Mediterranean Sea is Stromboli situated?

By using Claudia’s Italian Vocabulary List, (at the bottom of the page), can you work out the meanings of the following words?

7. vulcano spaventoso

8. fuoco rosso
   9. fumo nero

10. fumo grigio
    11. grande crater

12. grande eruzione

Scrivi in italiano:

Mi piace = I like
Non mi piace = I don’t like

13. I like the lighthouse.


15. I don’t like the lava.

16. I don’t like the smoke.

17. I like Stromboli.

18. I don’t like the fire.

19. I like the sea.

20. I like the harbour.